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2nd ANNUAL FRANKLIN INSTITUTE TRIP

Hello NHTS!!!
The Franklin Institute.

A Fun Filled Field Trip
Have you ever been to a
museum? In January, the middle
school had a very exciting field
trip where they visited the
Franklin
Institute
in
Philadelphia. They all enjoyed it
and had a variety of choices of
what to do in the museum. We all
split up into groups and each
group went with a teacher. We all
went to different places within
the museum and at the end of the
day, we all shared what we saw
and learned.

One
very
favored
attraction was “The Maverick”.
You would go inside a flight
simulator and it would feel like
you were actually flying an
airplane. You had your own gears
and there was a screen where you
could see the front of your plane
and an open land. You could also
experience what it’s like to be on
a train. Other than actually
experiencing what it’s like the
inside of things, you could see
what’s going on inside of you.

Can you find the panther?


For example, there was a
brain section and a heart section.
Don’t forget the Amazing
Machines where you learn how
things work in our everyday lives.
For example how levers work.
One thing I use a lever for is
turning in and of the lights. The
exhibits in the museum both
taught you a lot about what’s
going on inside of you, and they
made it fun to learn about. We all
loved going to the Franklin
Institute!

Our school mascot is hidden inside!

CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG!

The musical is Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. Middle and elementary school students have auditions at the end of
January. Mr. John is going to release who got what parts in Chitty Chitty Bang Bang a few days after
auditions. Then the first readthrough will be on the 4th of February. Those are all of the upcoming events in
the month of January. February has a lot of exciting things to offer, such as Groundhog’s Day, The Super
Bowl, Valentine’s Day, and Presidents Day. The 6th and 7th grade students are also taking their yearly trip to
BCIT.
By: Jacob

As you may have seen in our last editorial we
wrote to Dr. Larkin about getting smoothies at
lunch. We got his response, and he thinks that
it is a possibility. Dr. Larkin told us that
Student Council should take it up with the
cafeteria staff. Student Council is currently
trying to set up a meeting with them. Dr.
Larkin said, “ If we sell Doritos, then I don’t
see why we can’t have smoothies!” Hopefully
we will be able to get smoothies in the
cafeteria.

Sincerely,
Makalah Ford & Brittany Reyes Salas
The editors in chief
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♛ What's Happening? ♛

Panther Junior: Lower Elementary
Pre-k:
By: Sean Johnson
What is Pre-K learning about?
Pre-K is learning about
dinosaurs. They know that
dinosaurs don’t exist anymore
and that we found their fossils.
They also made their own
fossils. They also learned about
penguins and how the father sits
the egg until the baby hatches
and that the mother goes out to
get food. Also, they read books
about dinosaurs and penguins
that is why they know all the
things they know now.

Kindergarten:
By: Audrey, Emma, and Ghazala
Kindergarten has had an
amazing January. Something fun that
happened on January 17 was
kindergarten had a wedding, where
they celebrated Q and U together
forever! Gavin A. and Myla got
“married!” Gwen was the flower girl,
and Jose was the ring bearer. They
had cake and juice to celebrate. After
the wedding, they danced till they
dropped. And at the end of the day,
they got flowers and rings!
They also had a Martin
Luther King poster in their classroom
that they read, to celebrate Martin
Luther King Day. Kindergarten also
likes to count numbers by 2, 5, and 10,
and they are counting down until the
100th day of school. They are learning
words that rhyme like, let and bet.
They are still working on reading
time, and they have made a lot of
progress
with
it.
Overall,
Kindergarten had a great January!

1st grade:
2nd grade :
By: Ghazala
By: John Edraline
In first grade, they are doing
2nd Grade is a very smart class,
math. In math, they are learning that learns more and more every day. In
groups of tens and tens in ones. January, they have learned quite a lot! In
math, they practiced long addition and
They think the moon was contractions, which is very difficult! In
formed by rocks from earth, but ELA, English Language Arts, they are
learning about Verbs and Past Tenses
they really don’t know. They do and they are reading about Jellyfish.
math packets. In ELA, the Something that 2nd grade learned about
Jellyfish was, that they have no bones in
teacher Ms. Thomas says that their body, and are made up jelly, hence
they don’t read in first grade. the name, Jellyfish. Also, DEAR Time is
something they do in class that is good
They also learned about letter for their reading skills and it is also fun.
brothers. They like the H This stands for Drop Everything And Read,
brothers of T, H is the most which 2nd grade enjoys doing. In social
studies, they are learning about Needs and
liked brother because they like Wants. In honor of Martin Luther King
sticking their tongue out to Jr. Day, 2nd grade was learning about
Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks, and
people. Right now they are about slavery. Last but not least, 2nd
reading a book called “Mr. Cluts grade talks about the days we admire the
most, Saturday and Sunday. It is called,
is nuts.” That is what the first Weekend News, and they talk about
what they did over the weekend. Overall,
grade is doing.
2nd Grade learned a lot and had a lot of
fun at the same time in January.
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The Inside Scoop on Upper Elementary
5th Grade
Sebastian and Makalah
Mrs. Ward and Mrs. Alban have
many plans for their fifth graders.
They are planning on doing their
annual wax museum at the end of
May or beginning of June. They are
going strong with math learning pre
algebra, including variables and
expressions. As for science they are
exploring space and all the exciting
things in it, such as shadows, planets
and stars. They are also going to
begin dissection next month. In social
studies they are learning about the
war that earned America her
freedom, the Revolutionary War.
Finally in reading and language arts
they are doing poetry and learning
about figurative language.

4th Grade
Isaac, Rahmel and Brailyn
In fourth grade, they are reading a
book. The book that they are reading
is Washington socks. In math, there
just started to learn long division.
Also in science, they are doing a
project on ecosystems.
In fourth grade, they have adopted a
tiger. They have a tiger that lives at
the Philadelphia Zoo. The also got a
stuffed tiger that is in there class.
They have named the tiger Dimitri.
The fourth-grade teacher Mr. Riehl
likes smoothies. His favorite smoothie
place to get his smoothies is the
smoothie king. His favorite smoothie
is chocolate almond with protein
powder. He also said that he likes
strawberry banana smoothies, but
he’s not really a big fan. In math 4th
grade is learning division and just
finished George Washington Socks.
They really like it. Mr. Riehl liked it
most of all. The class is very excited
about going to the Philly zoo for their
class trip to see their adopted tiger.
Yes, I like smoothies strawberry
banana would home in school. I love
valentine's day going to see rent on
broadway.

NHTS Student Submissions
Student Submissions
If you would like to submit your work, you can send it via
email to pantherpress@newhanover.k12.nj.us or bring into the
Middle School ELA room. Be creative! Short stories, jokes,
poems, drawings, or anything else welcome. No edits will be
made to student submissions, be sure to proofread before
submitting. We are looking forward to filling this page!

3rd Grade
Joel

The third grade has been enjoying a blast from the past, this past marking period
they’ve been learning all about historical figures like Einstein, Leonardo Da Vinci,
and Abraham Lincoln. And very soon they are going to be learning all about science.
Their teachers Mrs. Bruno and Mrs. Johnson thought of a genius way of learning by
bringing a different subject to each marking period. But back to the present they are
working on an assignment where they find a historical figure and write about them.
They also draw a picture of them so they can place it inside of a decorative cereal
box. The students told me all about how their teachers are so kind and helpful that
there work isn’t even that difficult. The students seem very motivated and even
excited to learn, now that tells you something. Even in the morning they have a good
time, they start the day with a morning greeting, they either fish each other and say
hi, or even get down and breakdance. Something tells me these kids are gonna have a
great year.
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Middle School Times

Creative Writing in ELA
By: Al and John
The middle school has started a new activity. A few times each week,
each middle school class will pick from a jar, which Mrs. Dwulet has
labeled, Creative Writing. Inside are a number of different activities,
with the most popular one being Snowball Writing. In Snowball
Writing, everyone gets a piece of paper. Then you get 1 minute to
write, and after that minute, you crumple up the paper and throw it
at someone. This process is repeated multiple times, and then each
student will read his/her story out loud. Now, how do the students
feel about the new creative writing activities that are occurring in
the E.L.A (English Language Arts) class, and where do they get their
Inspiration? Well, me (Alessandro), and my partner, (John) went to
answer that, and many more questions. We interviewed 4 students, 2
from 6th grade (Audrey and Sebastian), and 2 from 7th grade (Sarah,
and Eduardo).

Here is what they had to say.
For story inspiration,
Audrey, and Eduardo say that
anything can inspire them.
Sarah says that she gets her
inspiration from books that she
reads, and Sebastian says that
video games inspire him. Most
of the students interviewed like
the creative writing in middle
school, and can’t really think of
any changes that they would
like. The one common thing
that they all said, is that they
like how you can write
anything that they want, or

add anything to anyone's story. Audrey said, “I like
that I can add anything to anyone's story.”
Eduardo says, “I like that, you can be creative, and
write whatever you want.” The only person who
thought creative writing needed a change was
Sebastian, and he said, “I don’t like how everyone
tries to grab the same piece of paper, and it
becomes chaotic. Also, I don’t want the same
person to be able to be a hero in everyone's story.”
This is the middle school’s opinion on the new
creative writing tasks they can be assigned.
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Sports Update

Animal of the Month
By: Alessandro

By: Sebastian, Isaac, King, Makalah
The basketball teams finished their
season strong. As for stats the boys
are 9 wins and 2 losses. Isaac
finished the last game of the season
with 30 points. King had a career
high of the most offensive and
defensive rebounds this season.
While Rahmel had the most 3
pointer attempts out of anyone. The
girls sadly had no wins but, Mrs.
Sonday’s positive attitude added to
the team spirit. Sarah had the most
points this season and Makalah had
the most blocks. Because of some
unforeseen events the opposing
team on Jan. 21 had to forfeit the
game. Mr. Yanda wishes that the
teams could have played the
forfeited game. Overall everyone
played hard and had fun.

What animal can I chose that
represents a new year, and Winter. The
answer is the mighty Snowy owl, a
species of owl native to lands near the
Arctic Circle; although in recent years,
they have been spotted as far south as
Florida, but why? The answer is the
climate in which they live in. Snowy
owls are built for harsh arctic climates,
with their extra layer of feathers, and
mighty, glare cutting eyes, as well as
their white colored feathers for
blending in. Even with all of these
adaptations, the Winters near the arctic
circle can be brutal. Temperatures in
Southern Alaska can be as low as -23
degrees Farennheight. This is why
Snowy owls migrate further south
during the Winter months up north.
That means that we see them during
out Winters. Even though it gets cold,
food, and hiding spaces are easier to
find further south.
Now you wonder, if it's so easy
for them to live here, why don’t they
stay? The reason is the climate; Snowy
owls need cold weather in order to
survive. Our summers are way too hot
for them to live in, so they migrate back
north. On top of their many unique
adaptations; Snowy owls share similar
features like other owls. They are silent
flyers, due to the unique arrangement
of their feathers, and the special tip
that cuts through the wind, creating
less resistance.
Even more unique, is that the
Snowy owls are very ferocious. When
they are near the Arctic circle, it’s a
fight for survival. Snowy owls have
been known to sit for hours waiting for
food, and will not hesitate to attack
other Snowy owls who invade their
territory. They must also fend off
powerful predators, like Arctic Wolfs,
who will not hesitate to kill them, since
food gets more scarce the further north
you go. The weird thing though, is that
when Snowy owls travel south, they
appear usually in groups. That's right,
they will come in groups, and tend to
not fight each other.
You are probably wondering what
Snowy owls eat, and the answer is that
they will eat quite a lot. Rabbits,
smaller birds, and even baby alligators
(in Florida) are on the menu for Snowy
owls. The Snowy owl will not eat fruit
as far as I know, but almost anything
else will satisfy their appetites that they
need. Why, well because the more food
they store up, the less necessary it is for
them to hunt for the next few months,
when they migrate back up north.

Upcoming Events

Secret Staff Member

By: Jacob Rhoor
There might not be much going on By: Ghazala
but it is still good to know the
- Won a Chili Cooking Contest
upcoming events. January is a slow
month but it was still fun. The NHTS
- Worked here for 18 years
middle school is going on our annual
trip to BCIT on the 4th of February.
- Has 2 boys
Middle school is also planning on
going to Bordentown High School.
- Has a dog named Bow
Mr John put out 4 clues that led the
- Loves Winter
school to guess what the spring
musical is going to be. Monday was a
- Loves to make Snow Angels
british flag, Tuesday was a piece of
candy, Wednesday was a doll,
in the Snow
Thursday was a wheel, and Friday
- Loves to Sing
was the release day.

Guess Who?!

Ye Ole Panther Press
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Makalah Ford & Brittany Reyes
Salas
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7th Grade
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Kratzer, Jullion Lopez, Jacob
Roohr, Julie Stillwell
8th Grade
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Contact Us:
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Pawing around with Panthers

What is your favorite part about 2020 so far?

Um… we had a barbeque.
Mushin

I got to wear a pretty pink sparkly dress.
Ava

On New Years Eve I celebrated with my family
and we had 12 grapes. I am looking forward to
spring break and a vacation.
Mrs. Chavez

Soccer I guess, and I had a ton of fun at the
Franklin Institute.
Evan

Getting my foot repaired.
Mrs. Peterla
(Speedy)

Playing outside with my friends.
Mikayla

Things are going well at New Hanover.
Dr. Larkin

My family got a new house. I got my own room.
Sebastian

Getting to see everyone guessing the play with
the clues. That was a really fun week.
Mrs. Festa
Mrs. Fitzgerald
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